
Creating the Constitution 1776-1790



Governing a New Nation

“The weakness of our federal 
government…prevents the adoption of any 

measures that are requisite [necessary] for us as 
a nation; it keeps us from paying our honest 
debts; it also throws out of our power all the 

profits of commerce, and this drains us of cash.”

--Noah Webster, 1786
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Governing a New Nation

Leaders of the new American nation favored a 
republic in which the states had more power than 

the central government.

Focus of 7.1 – What were the major successes and 

failures of the government under the 

Articles of Confederation? 
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Government by the States

11/13 states wrote new constitutions to support their 
governments. 

Constitution = a document stating the rules under which a 
government will operate.

Rhode Island and Connecticut continued using their old 
colonial charters, removing all references to the British 
king.
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Government by the States

Writing State Constitutions

The new constitutions minimized the powers of state 
governors.

Most of the power went to state legislatures elected by 
the people.
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Government by the States

Writing State Constitutions

The governor served as the state’s executive (person 
who runs the government and sees that the laws are 
carried out).

Governors appointed key state officials, but usually the 
legislatures had to approve their appointments.
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Government by the States

Writing State Constitutions

• The new constitutions allowed more people to vote than in colonial times.

White males (21yrs +) and in most states had to be property owners.

• Almost all states still barred even free African Americans from voting.

• New Jersey allowed some women to vote until 1807, but females could not 
vote in any other state
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Government by the States

Protecting Rights

• States sought to provide individual rights.

• Virginia was the 1st state to include a Bill of   

Rights in its constitution.
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Government by the States

Virginia Bill of Rights

• Freedom of Religion

• Freedom of the Press

• Trial by Jury

• Limits on Searches

• Limits on Arrests

• No Cruel and Unusual Punishment
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The Articles of Confederation

Continental Congress created a central 
government plan for the nation as a whole 

known as the Articles of Confederation, 
which were adopted in 1777.
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The Articles of Confederation

Form of Government

• 1 branch of government, instead of 3

One-house legislature = Congress

• No executive/judicial

• All states represented equally in Congress w/a single vote

• 9 states had to agree before a law could go into effect
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The Articles of Confederation

Limited Government

• States didn’t want to risk giving too much power to a central government.

• Most power remained with the states.

• Congress couldn’t regulate trade or collect taxes
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The Articles of Confederation

Limited Government

• Congress could deal with foreign nations (diplomacy/treaties)

• Congress could deal with Native American tribes outside the 13 states

• Congress could make laws

• Congress could declare war

• Congress could coin or borrow money

• Congress could run a postal service
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Settling the Western Lands

AOC had to be approved by all 13 states.

Some states wouldn’t approve until other states dropped 
their claims to vast areas of land west of the Appalachian Mts.

Virginia was the last state to agree to these terms in 1781, 
then Maryland finally approved the AOC.
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Settling the Western Lands

Western lands that the states gave up were turned over to the 
national gov’t. 

These lands were very valuable.

Land was in great demand

It could be sold off, piece by piece, to private companies
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•Ordinance means “law”

•Divided northwest territory 
into townships and sections
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Settling the Western Lands

Land Ordinance of 1785

Congress – created system for land sales and settlement. 

• Surveyors would divide public lands into townships (6 miles 
on each side)
• Creating a grid of squares made up of 36 one-mile by one-mile 

sections. 
• These 36 sections would be sold for no less than $1/acre
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Settling the Western Lands

Land Ordinance of 1785

Within each township, one section was set aside to support schools. 

This reflected the belief of the nation’s leaders that democracy 
depended on education. 
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Northwest Ordinance of 1787

Investors who were eager to buy land in the NW Territory wanted 
to know from Congress how it would be governed.

Congress responded with the NW Ordinance.

Guaranteed basic rights for settlers and banned slavery.
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Northwest Ordinance of 1787

Set up a 3-step process for admitting new states.

• When a territory was just be settled, Congress would appoint a governor, a 
secretary, and three judges.

• Once the territory had 5,000 free adult male settlers, it could elect a 
legislature.

• When the population reached 60,000, the territory could ask to become a state.
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Settling the Western Lands

5 states came out of the 
Northwest Territory:

 Ohio

 Indiana

 Illinois 

 Michigan

 Wisconsin
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Successes of the AOC

•Won war of independence

• Negotiated peace treaty with GB

• Set up rules for settling new territories
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Economic Problems

• Each state set their own trade policy

 States tried to help their own 

farmers/manufacturers by taxing goods imported 

from other states

 This discouraged interstate trade
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Economic Problems

• No national currency – each state printed its own money 
making trade between states harder.

• Central government had no power to tax – little money 
to run government
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Foreign Affairs

• Because of no common defense, the U.S. seemed weak. 

• British troops still occupied forts in the NW Territory, 
despite agreements in the Paris peace treaty

• Spanish refused to allow American ships to move products 
down the Mississippi River
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Shays’ Rebellion

• In the mid-1780s, a severe economic depression hit the 
U.S.

• Economic depression = a period when business activity 
slows, prices and wages drop, and unemployment rises
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Shays’ Rebellion

• Depression hit Massachusetts farmers really hard

• As crop prices declined, many couldn’t pay their taxes

• State government started seizing farms and selling them 
to get the tax money
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Shays’ Rebellion

• Angry farmers demanded the legislature stop farm sales 
and issue more paper money to make it easier to get 
loans

• Legislature did nothing
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Shays’ Rebellion

• August 1786, former Revolutionary War captain named 
Daniel Shays led an uprising of about 1,000 Massachusetts 
farmers.

• They tried to seize arms from a state warehouse, the state 
called out the militia. Shays and others were arrested
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Growing Problems

The uprising in Massachusetts began in the summer of 1786. The rebels tried to 
capture the federal arsenal at Springfield and harassed leading merchants, 
lawyers, and supporters of the state government. The state militia, commanded 
by Gen. Benjamin Lincoln, crushed the rebels in several engagements in the 
winter of 1787. Shays and the other principal figures of the rebellion fled first to 
Rhode Island and then to Vermont.

Although it never seriously threatened the stability of the United States, Shays’ 
Rebellion greatly alarmed politicians throughout the nation. Proponents of 
constitutional reform at the national level cited the rebellion as justification for 
revision or replacement of the AOC, and Shays’ Rebellion figured prominently in 
the debates over the framing and ratification of the Constitution.

http://www.history.com/topics/shays-rebellion
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The Constitutional Convention

The weaknesses of the 
AOC prompted the states 
to call a meeting to revise 

the Articles.
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The Constitutional Convention

Aims of the Convention

Purpose – to revise the AOC

Delegates voted to keep their debates secret 

Windows kept shut; guards barred members of the public

Delegates would be free to speak their minds
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The Constitutional Convention

The Delegates

55 Delegates from 12 States

Rhode Island – not represented!

Washington voted President of the Convention

Ben Franklin, frail & ailing

Alexander Hamilton (32 years)

James Madison (36 years) – his notes of the meeting became historical record
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The Virginia Plan

Edmund Randolph (VA) proposed a plan 

for a new strong central government

James Madison –main author of the plan

3 branches of gov’t

Legislative = Congress

Judicial = System of Courts

Executive = President
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The Virginia Plan

Change in Congress 
to a Two-House 

Legislature 
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The Virginia Plan 7.2

Sherman

Wilson



The Great Compromise

One part of the Virginia Plan nearly tore apart the convention.

The plan called for representation based on population. 

The more people a state had – the more seats in each 
Legislative house

Big states supported – Massachusetts, Virginia, Pennsylvania

Smaller states wanted each state to have same # of votes, 
like in AOC
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The Great Compromise

The New Jersey Plan

William Paterson (NJ) introduced a plan for the smaller states

Called for a single house of Congress, with equal 
representation for each state

The plan also expanded Congress’ powers to raise $ and 
regulate trade
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The Great Compromise

Delegates of the 
convention argued day 
after day and emotions 
got so hot that some 

feared the Union would 
fall apart.
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The Great Compromise

Roger Sherman (CT) worked out a compromise to satisfy 
large & small states

July 16, 1787 – delegates voted to accept Sherman’s 
proposal, which became known as The Great Compromise.
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The Great Compromise

Plan – 2 House Congress

Lower House = House of Reps (based on Population)

Elected representatives to serve 2-year terms

Upper House = Senate (2 seats/State)

Elected representatives to serve 6-year terms
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Debates over Slavery 7.2

Three-Fifths Compromise

Southern states – slaves should be included in 
calculations for how many representatives a State 
has in Congress

Northern states – No way!!! Slaves can’t vote, so they 
don’t count towards your representation!



Debates over Slavery 7.2

Three-Fifths Compromise

Compromise = each slave would equal 3/5 of a 
free person 

So, every 500 slaves would count as 300 free people



Debates over Slavery 7.2

Three-Fifths Compromise

South = HAPPY they got more seats in the HOUSE

North = reluctantly agreed to keep Southern states in 
the Union
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Debates over Slavery 7.2

Slave Trade

North – wanted to ban slave trade throughout country

South – NO! This will ruin our economy!



Debates over Slavery 7.2

Compromise

Ships could continue importing slaves for 20 years

After 1808, Congress could ban the importation of 
slaves

The slave trade within the U.S. wouldn’t be affected



A New Constitution 7.2

A Committee of Style was 
appointed to draw up the 
final wording of the new 
Constitution

Gouverneur Morris wrote 
most of the Preamble



A New Constitution 7.2

PREAMBLE

Major difference b/w Constitution and AOC

The Articles were a pact between separate states

The Constitution was a document representing the people  
of one nation 
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A New Constitution 7.2

Textbook Page 216


